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Fancy the classic Champagne Cocktail that Esquire magazine called one of the "Ten Best

Cocktails of 1934"? Lean toward something more daring like the creamy, frothy Soyer au

Champagne crafted by 1840s celebrity chef Alexis Benoit Soyer? Looking for a modern

elderflower-scented sparkler like the Waterloo Sunset or a Negroni Sbagliato? Or are you

simply an unrepentant sipper of the bubbly in any way shape or form?Then you'll love the

revised and expanded 2010 edition of Miller's and Brown's 1999 classic, Champagne Cocktails.

Among the 135 cocktails in this breezy tome, you'll find recipes, tips, wisdoms, witticisms, and

wacky quotes from such diverse sources as Voltaire and the British comedy hit Absolutely

Fabulous.Whether you're pouring a Spanish cava, an Italian spumante, prosecco, or

franziacorta, a German sekt, or something French this holiday season, you'll find a cocktail--an

even a food accompaniment--to suit your taste in the pages of this classic Miller & Brown

volume.

"To avoid illness and early death, we will have to rediscover the importance of real nutrients in

whole foods. Drs. Briley and Jackson's guide is excellent for anyone committing to health

through good food. Going back to our roots can scoot us ahead."  (

-Jonn Matsen, ND (

, Author of Eating Alive: Prevention Thru Good Digestion, Eating Alive II: Curing the Incurable,

The Secrets to Great Health. --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorDr.

Julie Briley is a naturopathic physician, educator, and mother. She is the co-founder of the

Food As Medicine Institute at National University of Natural Medicine in Portland, Oregon, and

a faculty member in the Master of Science in Nutrition program. At her private practice in

downtown Portland, Dr. Briley focuses on identifying food sensitivities, optimizing digestive

health, balancing hormones, and the prevention and treatment of chronic diseases. She is a

popular speaker in Portland, Oregon's thriving health and food culture. Dr. Briley's longstanding

interest in community health and education was sparked through her research and teaching

experience in the U.S and Latin America, including her service as a Peace Corps volunteer in

Paraguay. Dr. Briley received her doctorate degree at National College of Natural Medicine and

her Bachelors of Science in Biology from University of Wisconsin at Madison.Dr. Courtney

Jackson is a naturopathic physician who passionately promotes the healing power of whole

foods to her patients and the public. She is the creator of the ECO (Eliminating Child Obesity)

Project at the National College of Natural Medicine and co-founder of the Food as Medicine

Institute. Prior to pursuing her medical career, Dr. Jackson earned her Bachelor of Science in

Resource Ecology Management from the University of Michigan. Her interest in medicine

stemmed from growing up in a conventional medical family in the Midwest. Her ND degree

beautifully rounds out the medical family tree and adds a dynamic flavor to family

conversations. Dr. Jackson maintains a private practice in southeast Portland where she offers

comprehensive, patient-centered evaluations focusing on hormone, digestive, and

cardiovascular health. She loves spending time indoors and outdoors with her husband and

two kids and celebrating a good meal with them. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Brown. All rights reserved. Printed in the United Kingdom. No part of this book may be used or

reproduced in any manner whatsoever without written permission except in the case of brief

quotations embodied in critical articles and reviews. For information address Mixellany Limited,

3 Eyford Cottages, Upper Slaughter, Cheltenham GL54 2JL United Kingdom. This book is
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Call Preface to the Mixellany Edition I make wine for myself.What I can’t drink, I sell.—Victor

Lanson, Lanson Champagne I’ve had too little, and I’ve had too much,but I’ll never have

enough Champagne.—Jared Brown Champagne cocktails? When we wrote this book in 1999,

we couldn’t resist adding a sparkle to mixed drinks. Yes, there were protests from purists. But

any resistance people had to treating Champagne in such a manner was quickly overcome

when they tried it in these various formulae.Here’s blasphemy for you: It’s a great mixer!Fast

forward to 2010. The other night we were mixing drinks at Hix, chef Mark Hix’s wonderful new

London restaurant in Selfridge’s. Champagne met gin, borage, and cucumber in one cocktail.

Champagne also added the fizz to a Sloe Gin Fizz in a way that soda water never could.

Champagne could have topped every drink that night. We certainly would have been happy to

drink them that way. And we are not alone.Bars around the world include sections of sparkling

drinks on their menus. Bartenders keep bottles on hand to float on top of masterful creations.

And the newest generations of mixologists are rediscovering what masters from the 1800s

knew all along. Makes no difference if it’s a finish to a cocktail, the main feature of a sparkling

cocktail, a fizzy player in a punch, sparkling wines add a titillating note to the day.Tastes

change with time, and in reviewing what we published back in 1999, we decided to omit a few

drinks (sorry, Hawaiian Punch is not in our lexicon), revise a few more (Harry Johnson

deserves credit for the drinks he created in the 1800s), and even add some newly unearthed

classics (we can never resist) plus some current creations (new friends, new drinks) into the

mix.Want to know how to find these new or reworked gems? We’ve made it simple. Look for

this symbol (*) next to the recipe.Introduction He who never takes risks,never gets to drink

Champagne.—Russian proverb It’s undeniable: There is no sexier drink than a Champagne

Cocktail. Refreshingly citrus drinks like Mimosas and Poinsettias turn brunch into an affair. A

Moulin Rouge or a Kir Royale can help prolong lunch for hour after pleasant hour. No black-tie

reception would be complete without silver trays bearing flights of crystal-clear Champagne

Cocktails. Before dinner, appetite-stimulating concoctions such as the Du Monde enliven rather

than anesthetize the palate. And later in the evening, rich tastes of port and Champagne

combined in a Nelson’s Blood make the perfect nightcap.“But,” you ask, “Isn’t it sacrilege to use

good sparkling wine in a cocktail?” Is it a sin to drive a Ferrari on the street? Ferraris, after all,

are built for racing. No. It’s not a sin. In fact, it’s the ultimate luxury.Would it offend the

Champagne vintners? Roughly one out of every five bottles of Champagne consumed in

France is poured into a cocktail. There have been Champagne Cocktails nearly as long as

cocktails of any kind have been around. According to various sources, they were popular long

before the Martini, the Manhattan, the Old Fashioned, or even the Julep were invented.But it



shouldn’t be too surprising because Champagne, unlike other wines, has almost never been

the unadulterated fruit of the grape. Early in its history, sugar and brandy were added during

the manufacturing process to bring this effervescent libation to life. (Appropriately, the

traditional Champagne Cocktail uses those exact same ingredients along with a dash of bitters

and a lemon twist. Thus, the extra elements release the flavors which first made Champagne

so wildly popular.) Nearly all sparkling wines produced these days (even the driest ones) are

sweetened by varying degrees with additional sugar before they are bottled.While sparkling

wines are wonderful, sparkling-wine cocktails are far more personal. The wine itself celebrates

the vintners’ art, but the addition of flavor-enhancing ingredients allows us to participate in the

creation of a broad collection of truly elegant drinks. Each glass becomes unique, contributing

new subtleties to Champagne’s complexities and tailoring each experience perfectly to fit any

special moment. A Little Bit More...
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Moulin Rouge or a Kir Royale can help prolong lunch for hour after pleasant hour. No black-tie

reception would be complete without silver trays bearing flights of crystal-clear Champagne

Cocktails. Before dinner, appetite-stimulating concoctions such as the Du Monde enliven rather

than anesthetize the palate. And later in the evening, rich tastes of port and Champagne

combined in a Nelson’s Blood make the perfect nightcap.“But,” you ask, “Isn’t it sacrilege to use

good sparkling wine in a cocktail?” Is it a sin to drive a Ferrari on the street? Ferraris, after all,

are built for racing. No. It’s not a sin. In fact, it’s the ultimate luxury.Would it offend the

Champagne vintners? Roughly one out of every five bottles of Champagne consumed in

France is poured into a cocktail. There have been Champagne Cocktails nearly as long as

cocktails of any kind have been around. According to various sources, they were popular long

before the Martini, the Manhattan, the Old Fashioned, or even the Julep were invented.But it

shouldn’t be too surprising because Champagne, unlike other wines, has almost never been

the unadulterated fruit of the grape. Early in its history, sugar and brandy were added during

the manufacturing process to bring this effervescent libation to life. (Appropriately, the

traditional Champagne Cocktail uses those exact same ingredients along with a dash of bitters

and a lemon twist. Thus, the extra elements release the flavors which first made Champagne
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the vintners’ art, but the addition of flavor-enhancing ingredients allows us to participate in the

creation of a broad collection of truly elegant drinks. Each glass becomes unique, contributing

new subtleties to Champagne’s complexities and tailoring each experience perfectly to fit any

special moment. A Little Bit More...The pail is brought, the ice is clinking Round old Moet or

Veuve Clicquot. This is what poets should be drinking And they delight to see it flow.—

Alexander Pushkin, Eugene Onegin (1847) Cassandra: I believe I’ve never had French

Champagne before. Benjamin: Well, actually all Champagne is French: named after the region.

Otherwise, it’s sparkling white wine. Americans don’t recognize the convention, so it becomes

that thing of calling all of their sparkling white wines Champagne even though by definition

they’re not. Wayne: Ah, yes. It’s a lot like Star Trek: The Next Generation. In many ways it’s

superior, but will never be as recognized as the original.—Wayne’s World (1992)Chapter

OneThe Night They Invented Champagne Let’s set the record straight—Champagne is only

made in France. Everything else is sparkling wine (which, by the way, can be truly excellent).

So what made France’s Champagne region the Champagne hot spot? Chalk. That’s right. The

stubs teachers use to write on black slate. The stark-white rock that greets you from England’s

southeastern shores when you cross the English Channel. It paved the roads that led to and

from Rome, and those Roman highways and byways stretched out to remote places like Gaul

(now Belgium, France, Germany, and part of northern Italy). A Funny Thing Happened on the

Way to GaulEmperor Julius Caesar began the memoirs of his Gallic conquest with a simple

sentence that every Latin student learns in the first week of class: “Gaul as a whole consists of

three separate parts: one is inhabited by the Belgae, another by the Aquitani, and the third by

the people we call Gauls.” Today, northeastern Aquitani is further divided into four departments,

including Ardennes, Aube, Marne, and Haute-Marne. They are also known by a more familiar

regional name: Champagne. Situated about 90 miles northeast of Paris, the Champagne-

Ardennes district covers about 9,886 square miles, a little over twice the size of the state of

Connecticut.When the Romans first settled in Gaul circa 50 A.D., they planted most of their

prized vines in places like Bordeaux, Burgundy, and Loire, not on the dry chalk hillsides around

the Plaine de Champagne. The district’s chilly climate and thin, barren soil were considered



better suited to corn. Not until around 276 A.D. did Roman Emperor Marcus Aurelius Probus

grant the people of Champagne the right to plant grapevines once again.Champagne’s

vineyards flourished after that. Wines made at the local Abbey de Saint Basles (which were

made with grapes from the bishop of Rheims’ own vineyards) were said to tame even

barbarians like Clovis, the Merovingian ruler of the Franks (who later converted to Christianity,

though whether he did so to get more of the monks’ wine is unknown).Other monasteries

popped up in the region during the seventh century, including Abbey d’Epernay, Abbey

d’Hautvillers, and Abbey d’Avenay, so the number of local vineyards grew. Word about

Champenois monasteries’ libations spread, which kept the local wine makers busy harvesting,

stomping, and fermenting.The Holy Roman Emperor, good King Wenceslas— of Christmas

carol fame—journeyed from his home in Bohemia to Rheims in 1397. He had two goals: The

first was to taste the region’s wines, and the second was to sign peace agreements with King

Charles VI. According to legend, once he reached Rheims he was willing to sign almost

anything as long as it didn’t interrupt his drinking. A Little Bit More...This wine where foaming

bubbles dance, reflects the brilliant soul of France.—Voltaire To the Mall and the park Where

we love till ‘tis dark. Then the sparkling Champagne puts an end to the reign… It quickly

recovers Poor languishing lovers Makes us frolic and gay, and drowns all sorrow But alas, we

relapse again on the morrow.—Sir George Etherege, The Man of Mode Or Sir Folping Flutter

(1676) [Champagne is] the only wine that leaves a woman beautiful after drinking it.—Madame

de Pompadour Orgies did not start until everybody was in the state of beatitude brought on by

Champagne.—Cardinal Armand Jean Duplessis Richelieu I drink Champagne when I win, to

celebrate…and I drink Champagne when I lose, to console myself.—Napoleon

Bonaparte Adding a Sparkle to the DayIn 1668, a young, blind, Bénédictine monk named Dom

Pierre Perignon became the cellar master ( and chief accountant) at the Abbey d’Hautvillers.

The Champenois abbeys had already earned a reputation for producing not only the best

rose’s, honey-colored wines, and whites, but also a dubious local specialty: vin blanc

mousseux [sparkling white wine] which was produced in one of two ways. The first method was

a process called méthode champenoise (as documented by a British chemist named

Christopher Merret in 1662). The second was a simpler procedure called méthode ancestrale,

which simply entailed bottling the wine while it still contained yeast and sugar. However, both

were considered to be somewhat foolish winemaking practices because sparkling wines

tended to explode in the cellars. In fact, most people referred to these early sparkling wines as

vins diables [devil wines] or sauté bouchons [cork poppers].It has been said that Champagne

basically invented itself, and in many ways that statement is true. Champagne’s short growing

seasons, cold temperatures, and late harvests combined to start vin blanc mousseux bubbling.

Bottled in the late fall after cold temperatures halted the fermentation (so that the fermentation

did not finish before bottling), the wine would begin to ferment again in the spring inside the

bottle. The pressure and bubbles are produced because yeasts—little microorganisms—eat

sugar, and in turn produce alcohol and carbon dioxide if they do this in a sealed bottle, the

carbon dioxide can’t escape, which creates natural carbonation.Dom Perignon didn’t invent

Champagne, but he did make Champagne better. When he gave up trying to rid the wine of

bubbles, Perignon learned that he could capture the effervescence (prevent it from exploding

or escaping) by using strong British-made glass bottles that employed an iron-and-magnesium

formula. The diligent Perignon also reintroduced the ancient art of sealing the bottles with

Spanish cork plugs instead of the standard oil-soaked hemp and wood bottle stoppers used by

local vin blanc mousseux producers of the time. (According to one legend, he was inspired by

the cork stoppers used in the water bottles of visiting Spanish monks.) He then took on the



task of improving the local wines by creating a cuvée [blend] of black grapes gathered from a

selection of Champenois vineyards. A Little Bit More...King Frederick William I of Prussia

(1688-1740) wanted to know why Champagne sparkled. But when the scholars at the

Academy of Berlin told him they would need forty to sixty bottles to test their theories, he

replied: “I have no need of them to drink my wine, and I prefer not to know all my life why it

sparkles, rather than to deprive myself of a drop!” Jazz legend Jelly Roll Morton claimed to

have invented the jazz music style in 1902 while working as a pianist in Hilma Burt’s bordello

on New Orleans’ Basin Street. He was nearly penniless, so during closing, he would pour the

leftover bottles of Veuve Clicquot and Mumm’s Extra Dry into a single bottle and drink it

down. Seeing StarsAround 1813, Madame Barbe-Nicole Clicquot developed an important

process in the making of Champagne—remuage [riddling]. And she did it right in her dining

room. Widowed at age twenty-seven, this young woman took over the business her late

husband Francois had founded: a maison de Champagne. Better known in the town as the

Veuve Clicquot [the Widow Clicquot], she worked closely with her cellar master Antoine Muller

to refine these processes. In 1818, they shared their secrets on how to clear the cloudy

sediments from Champagne. Madame Clicquot and Muller created the first pupitre [riddling

rack], by cutting holes in her dining table. She inserted the Champagne bottles at an angle,

rotating them a quarter turn each day for two months—a process called remuage, or the “bottle

dance.” Then she opened each bottle upside down. By the time she could stop the flow with

her thumb, the sediment had washed out. This method was a crude predecessor to

degorgement, freezing the neck and letting the pressure push the frozen sediment out, which

wasn’t invented until 1884, by another Frenchman, Armand Walfart (pronounced “val-far”). A

mixture of wine, sugar, and sometimes brandy, called liqueur d’expedition, was then added to

the bottle to increase the strength and sweetness of the flavor—a process which wine masters

call dosage. Finally, the wine was recorked. This system helped the wine retain most of its

bubbly carbon dioxide through the elimination of the decanting process used by most

vintners.In 1908, the first law was passed in France restricting the use of the name

“Champagne” to sparkling wines that were grown and produced in the Vallée de la Marne and

Aisne departments of the region. It took another nineteen years for wines produced in the Aube

to be given the same Champagne AOC (appellation d’origine controlée or controlled origin of

label). A Little Bit More...During the early 1930s, an international agreement was signed by

most of the world’s sparkling wine producers, officially recognizing the name “Champagne” as

referring to the French region that bears its name. (Deep in the throws of Prohibition, the

United States was the only producer-nation that did not send delegates to this critical

meeting.) As David Niven poured himself a glass of Champagne, a fellow actor said, “I thought

you had given up drinking.” Niven replied, “But Champagne is not drinking.” How It’s Made

TodayCheap sparkling wines can be produced in just a few months. However, better sparkling

wines, like those made according to the methode champenoise process, require at least

eighteen months of meticulous processing and aging in the bottle to create their unique flavors

and textures. Vintage Champagnes and sparkling wines take nearly four years to attain their

vaunted status.The process begins with the selection of the grapes. Since Dom Perignon and

his fellow monks developed the cuvée, most Champagnes and sparkling wines combine juice

from two varieties of black grapes (Pinot Noir and Pinot Meunier—a cousin of Noir which was

discovered during the sixteenth century) and one variety of white grape (Chardonnay).
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